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THE BIG PICTURE 

BIG IS NOT BETTER IN ASSET MANAGEMENT 

By Adrian Clayton (Managing Director & CIO) and Rachel 
Finlayson (Analyst) 
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The decision-making process around most product purchases usually involves four factors; brand or reputation, price, client 
service and performance.   

As consumers apply these factors, they often show weak persistency (loyalty), even for large ticket purchases such as 
vehicles – most own different brands during their lives and are remarkably disloyal. Disloyalty is usually even greater when 
service providers are selected, asset managers being prime examples. The decision making process can be more complex, 
less rational, quite ethereal with softer, hidden factors. Yet in the South African market, until recently, entrenched large 
managers have been impervious to an intensifying competitive landscape. The following reasons contextualise their 
resilience: 

 Exceptional results – our market is occupied by skilled investment professionals, over the years certain of these
individuals have been attracted and applied their trade within large investment houses, effectively putting these
companies on the map.

 Risk aversion – big is perceived as safe. There is supposed risk reduction in numbers even though herding is fatal in
markets.

 Anchoring – an irrational bias for a psychological benchmark – five years ago, entrenched ‘big brand’ managers were
clear outperformers, and although this is no longer the case, many investors continue to anchor on past performance.

 Asymmetry of information – assets within the industry are consolidating around asset aggregators due to legislative
reasons. Where aggregators are unskilled investors and fear the reputational damage as a result of underlying manager
selection choices, they default to risk aversion and anchoring, by buying incumbent managers, aggravating an industry
problem.

 Brand – brand traction is a tectonic force – big managers have the firepower to build big brands, which in turn reinforces
their place of dominance.

But fortunately for the industry, for consumers and for impactful, deserving specialist (smaller) managers such as Northstar, 
the concept that ‘big is better’ is losing its appeal. We provide insights below as to why. 

Liquidity risk 

The opposite of big being safe, liquidity risk is a significant factor acting against large managers and playing into the hands of 
smaller managers. Liquidity risk is particularly evident in non-trending, volatile markets, where corporate failures are rising.  

Considering good managers only get approximately six out every ten of their stock picks correct over time, it can be 
damaging to returns to be paralysed by size and be forced to retain perpetually underperforming companies within a 
portfolio. It should thus be of no surprise to investors that large managers seem to consistently be caught with businesses in 
deep trouble – Steinhoff and Aspen come to mind. 

To understand this risk, we analysed one of the portfolios of a sizable South African manager and calculated how long it 
would take to liquidate (sell out of) the top ten positions in the fund. We assumed this would account for 5% of the daily 
volume traded in each of these ten shares on the JSE. It takes one month, but our analysis fails to capture two issues; the 
first is that these ten shares are held across most of the asset base of the manager, an asset base 20 times the size of the 
sample fund, this has significant tail risk should selling be required. Secondly, the top ten shares are large capitalization 
stocks, the portfolio also holds many mid-sized companies, exiting these would take at best months, if not years. 

The same analysis applied to a smaller manager, yields a result that the portfolio can be traded out of in half a day.  

Liquidity risk is a significant issue for any manager, it should be equally important when choosing a manager. Smaller 
managers simply avoid this risk on behalf of their clients!  
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Figure 1. Excess five year rolling returns over sector. Source: Morningstar and Bloomberg February 2020. 

Big brand managers are no longer the best performers 

The idea that large managers are more skilled and better wealth creators is deeply flawed. Instead, the relationship between 
size and alpha generation (out performance) is an unhappy one. The larger the asset size of a manager, the harder it becomes 
to capitalise on market mispricing, particularly in lessor-owned stocks.   

Figure 1 shows the outperformance of a large manager and specialist (smaller) manager against their peers. Over time, the 
smaller manager continues to generate peer beating returns, whilst the large manager’s outperformance steadily diminishes 
and the fund begins to underperform peers. This is not an isolated example in South Africa, a core group of smaller managers, 
which includes Northstar, are making their mark on the local investment landscape, at the expense of large managers.  

Price versus value 

Price discounting is a theme within our industry, it is being driven by the largest asset managers. To be fair, their moat 
(competitive advantage) lies in their sizable asset bases. Large asset bases allow them to cut prices and still generate exorbitant 
profits. But why are they responding in this manner? 

Firstly, alternate products, particularly passive investments are stealing their lunch which is an industry problem, and as larger 
managers can no longer distinguish themselves through performance, price becomes a default weapon. Secondly, within the 
active industry, competition is intensifying, price discounting is less of an option for smaller rivals and consequently, large 
managers can flush-out competitors by adopting this approach.   

This tactic is being used to good effect on clients who obsess on cost alone, without accounting for net returns. The growing 
pool of smaller manager outperformers might cost clients marginally more, but their returns after costs are vastly higher. The 
outperformance trend by smaller managers will continue in the years ahead and savvy clients are recognizing this. 

Service – the ultimate differentiator 

Our final point revolves around service, where ‘Price is what you pay. Value is what you get’. Investors who are happy to ‘be a 
number’, where their individual voices are irrelevant, are likely to remain inside large investment businesses. Our experience at 
Northstar however, is that our clients are discerning, acknowledging personal relationships, and there is a deep distrust for 
ivory-tower-occupying managers who see the world from stratospheric heights. This is precisely why our business rests on 
investment competency and deep client connectivity!      

Conclusion 

The best smaller managers are increasingly coming into their own, but this journey is not without challenges in the form of risk 
aversion, anchoring, information asymmetry and large manager brand traction. Ultimately though, as outperformance from 
smaller managers continues and we combine this with our natural instincts for focused, sincere client relationships, the 
pendulum will permanently swing away from incumbent house-hold name asset managers towards Northstar and other great 
specialist firms. 
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The COVID-19 virus outbreak 

Governments around the world have been jarred into action, as the contagious and deadly COVID-19 virus has turned into a 
global pandemic. The authorities have begun imposing severe restrictions on peoples’ movements in an attempt to isolate and 
limit the speed of the contagious infection. This has resulted in an abrupt slowdown of industries around the globe, with the 
most acutely impacted sectors being tourism and leisure. The rapid slowdown has dented companies’ revenues and challenged 
the viability of businesses with weak balance sheets. Combined with the recent Saudi induced oil price collapse, the result has 
been sharp sell-offs across multiple markets, including commodities, debt and equities. 

Despite the severe sell-offs in global markets, we have remained focused on the consistent application of our investment 
process. The crux of which is to ensure an ongoing understanding of the intrinsic values of the quality assets on our buy-list, 
and to adjust portfolio weightings where prices deviate materially away from intrinsic value. This same process transcends all 
asset classes at Northstar – it is applied to the management of the fixed income assets as well as the equity assets.  

Fixed income valuations 

Despite declining inflation expectations (less than 5% YoY) and a sharp decline in interest rates (repo rate cut of 100bps to 
5.25%), local bond yields have spiked to elevated levels as the market attempts to price in the risks of the sharp global 
economic slowdown (COVID-19) and the imminent Moody’s downgrade to junk status as a result of a decade of poor 
government leadership and fiscal decline. 

Government bonds 

Before the COVID-19 outbreak, bond yields had risen to above fair value, taking into account the risks of a credit downgrade to 
junk status. For example the SA 10y bond (R2030) was trading at 9% vs our fair value yield of 8.75% at the start of 2020. As 
such we were positioned with a neutral modified duration versus our strategic benchmark. 

Subsequently, yields have risen by a further 3.5%, in an environment where interest rates have been cut by 100bps and the oil 
price has fallen by more than 50% ($60/barrel to $24/barrel), factors which would normally be hugely supportive of bond 
valuations. However, these events have unfolded in a climate of extreme uncertainty, and investors have panicked and sold 
down their investments, regardless of valuations. 

We believe the market is being overly pessimistic in its pricing and with the SA 10y bond (R2030) trading on a 12.5% yield, 
offers investors an attractive 7.5% real return. 

The same attractive valuations apply to SA inflation linked bonds with the 5 year (I2025) trading on a 5.5% real yield. 

SA Listed property 

The picture is not as clear for the SA listed property stocks, which are also trading on dramatically elevated yields. In this 
instance, the distributions are less secure given their reliance on tenants being able to pay their rents. An impossible feat when 
businesses grind to a halt. Consider for example forced closures of shopping malls due to the lockdowns around the globe. The 
problem is further exacerbated by property oversupply, generally weak balance sheets and the poor economic backdrop, even 
before taking into account the COVID-19 shock.   

The Rand 

In the absence of any political or commodity related factors, which do have an influence on the level of the Rand, it can be 
argued that the local currency was already undervalued by 12% on a purchasing-power-parity basis at the start of the year, 
when the Rand was trading at 14 to the Dollar. At that point, the Northstar Income Fund was slightly underweight global 
currencies with an exposure of 12.5% vs. the benchmark weighting of 15%. The Rand is currently trading at 17.60 to the US 
Dollar, which on the same basis represents a 30% undervaluation vs the US Dollar, levels only reached 5% of the time going 
back 20 years, when SA first began inflation targeting. Despite the prevailing extreme uncertainties, due to the recent COVID-
19 outbreak and political challenges, there is a strong argument for raised exposure to the Rand. In this regard, the global 
currency exposure has been steadily reduced to the current weighting of 4.5%. 
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Risks 

Liquidity 

Extreme uncertainty is driving global markets, with all assets experiencing sharp and severe sell-offs due to liquidity squeezes. 
All nodes of apparent liquidity are being tapped, which has even resulted in the drying up of the US treasury market. Locally, 
government bonds have not been spared with an almost instantaneous 3.5% rise in yields which has translated into an 
approximate 25% drop in capital values. The size of the latest impact is dwarfing the metrics last seen during both the global 
financial crisis and the infamous Nene-gate saga. On a positive note, the Northstar Income fund has an extremely healthy 
liquidity profile, with 13% on call, 21% in government bonds and 4.5% in global currencies, which is immunising investors 
against any permanent capital losses. 

Credit 

This leaves a balance of 61% exposed to corporate related credit risk. Of this portion, a significant 53% is held in senior bank 
paper, spread across the four majors. The balance is a 5.5% weighting to senior A-grade corporates and 2.5% exposure to 
subordinated debt.  The portfolio has zero exposure to tier 1 and tier 2 paper, which is the likely area of the credit market to 
experience distress during a credit event.  

In summary 

We have selectively been gaining exposure to higher yielding government fixed bonds, reducing exposure to corporates in 
favor of government paper and gradually reducing our exposure to global currencies. The net result has seen the yield in the 
Northstar Income Fund rise from 7.5% to close to 9% and the weighted average maturity has increased slightly to 4.9 years. 
The portfolio remains well exposed to liquid assets which allows for further opportunistic positioning should this market 
correction intensify. 
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Figure 2. Danaher revenue by segment—Fiscal year 2019. Source: Danaher annual report. 

FROM THE ANALYSTS: EQUITIES 

DANAHER—EXCEPTIONAL CAPITAL ALLOCATION WITH A 

FOCUS ON LIFE SCIENCES 

By Donovan Stefan (Analyst) 

Danaher is a specialised platform investment company listed on the New York Stock Exchange. It comprises five platforms and 
four operating segments including dental, with 20 companies that run autonomously, unified by a common business model 

and shared purpose. The story of Danaher’s growth has 
been one of exceptional capital allocation by the 
founders, the Rales brothers, for more than 35 years. The 
core competency of the company is capital allocation and 
their strategy is to target areas of the market that 
demonstrate high growth and high levels of recurring 
earnings. In this way they have transitioned from a 
diversified industrial holding company, with inherent 
cyclicality, to a focus on science and technology 
companies, which design and manufacture products 
(equipment and consumables) used in curing, preventing, 
treating or diagnosing diseases and other health 
conditions.  

Danaher’s approach to business, and the value they bring 
to the companies they acquire, is defined in their business 
model – Danaher Business Systems (DBS) – a highly 
defined playbook for realising synergies. DBS is a set of 
processes and tools that enable sustainable growth and 

profitability by creating a virtuous cycle of improvement. It represents a core competitive advantage that enables them to shift 
into higher growth, higher recurring revenue and higher margin businesses. They have tended to make “dipping a toe in the 
water” acquisitions as they test markets followed by large strategic acquisitions and numerous smaller bolt-on acquisitions to 
strengthen their position. 

An uncommon holding for Northstar 

Danaher is not the type of investment that we at Northstar would ordinarily gravitate towards. Businesses that grow through 
aggressive M&A often use their well-rated stock to buy earnings by acquiring companies with lower rated stock and create 
little (or even destroy) value for long term shareholders. So, readers may be surprised to hear that Northstar clients have held 
an interest in Danaher since 2014.  

However, Danaher’s strategy to target high growth markets characterised by high recurring revenue and free cash flow 
generation makes sense to us. We also like their unrivalled record in effective capital allocation over many decades.  

Strong free cash flow generation and high recurring revenues 

Danaher has consistently delivered strong returns on capital and its total shareholder return has exceeded that of its sector 
and the broader market over three, five and ten years. This is delivered through excellent free cash flow growth and 
conversion. Reported returns on invested capital are diluted by goodwill associated with M&A, however returns on tangible 
capital is more than satisfactory demonstrating their ability to build long term capital. 

The group has seen a meaningful improvement in their recurring revenue base driven by higher consumables and the 
separation of several industrial businesses in the Fortive spinoff in 2016. Currently 70% of revenue is recurring compared to 
45% in 2015. 

A history of excellent capital allocation 

Since 2000, Danaher has allocated 80% of available capital to M&A (their first priority), 12% to capex, 5% to dividends and 3% 
to share repurchases. This has been funded 94% from operating cash flow, demonstrating their ability to effectively repurpose 
funds generated.  

Over the last ten years Danaher has spent 111% of operating cash flow on net M&A and it has been the driving force behind 

Life Sciences, 
39%

Diagnostics, 
37%

Environmental 
& Applied 

Solutions, 25%

Danaher revenue by segment - Fiscal Year 

2019
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their sustained growth for decades. They have acquired hundreds of businesses since 1994. More than half of current total 
revenue comes from businesses acquired in the past seven years. They have the youngest portfolio in their history with a 
strong runway for improvement in their growth trajectory and margin expansion using the tools and processes of DBS. 

GE Biopharma acquisition 

Danaher is in the process of buying the Biopharma business of GE Life Sciences for $21.4 billion. This will materially increase 
their exposure to the Life Sciences market segment and will be growth and earnings accretive. 

Addressable market 

The group has a strong organic growth profile, good profitability and participates in large and growing markets. Danaher’s 
current total combined addressable market across their segments is $135bn (including Dental) with a weighted average 
category growth in the mid-single digits.  

Their focus on Life Sciences shows promise. The market is approximately $50 billion and is growing at high single digits. 
Danaher currently has approximately 13% market share in the Life Sciences segment, leaving plenty of room to consolidate and 
grow above the market rate.  In all other segments they also maintain roughly 15% markets share. 

Excluding Dental and including the GE Biopharma purchase, Life Sciences and Diagnostics make up approximately 79% of 
current revenue, up from 56% in 2014. 

Risks 

The size of the GE Biopharma transaction brings some risk into the equation as a significant amount of debt is required to 
finalise the transaction. Consequently, we have reduced the position in our funds, reflecting the increased risk in the business. 
However, we believe that the strong free cash flows the companies in the group generate will enable Danaher to reduce debt 
over a reasonable period and we are comforted by the fact that Danaher management has a record of  under promising and 
over delivering.  

Northstar’s assessment of value 

In our base case valuation scenario we allocate no value to future acquisitions. However,  our bull case scenario recognises the 
founders’ demonstrated skills in capital allocation and models potential future acquisitions scenarios, with the assumption that 
approximately half of their future free cash flow generated is used for further acquisitions. 

Danaher remains a core holding across Northstar global strategies. Its defensive nature and the durability and attractive 
fundamentals of its end markets is demonstrated by its year to date performance of -9.6% which compares favourably to the 

Figure 3. Danaher returns on tangible capital. Source: Bloomberg Northstar calculation. 

MSCI world index’s drawdown of -22.1%. Danaher trades at a discount of 18% to our base case valuation scenario and an even 
steeper discount to our bull case scenario which incorporates value attributable to accretive M&A which continues to be the 
company’s core competency, in our view.  
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STAFF MEMBER PROFILE 

SIMPHIWE MSIBI—ANALYST 

By Adrian Clayton (Managing Director & CIO) 

When did your interest in financial markets start? 

The global financial crisis happened when I was in grade eight and it was a probably the most interesting thing I had ever 
seen. I was fascinated by how complex capital markets are and how macroeconomic events could be measured and 
quantified in real-time. This led to me studying a degree in Economics and Finance. 

What did you study and why? 

In keeping with my curiosity regarding capital markets, I decided to do my undergrad in Economics and Finance at UCT and 
my postgrad in Financial Analysis and Portfolio Management (FAPM), also at UCT. I enjoyed learning about the functioning of 
financial markets, how it is impacted by real macroeconomic events and how those events are a culmination of economic 
agents making decisions on the day to day. 

What do you think equips you to do this job properly? 

I generally try to take an analytical approach to my work and use bottom-up first principle thinking to arrive at a reasonable 
estimate of a company’s value. Applying that methodology when picking stocks for the funds at Northstar allows me to 
emotionally distance myself from the companies I cover and provide an impartial and well-reasoned recommendation to the 
investment committee. 

What do you love about investing? 

I love taking companies and industries apart and taking a good look under the hood. It is always exciting being tasked with 
figuring out how much a company is worth and getting real-time validation of my investment thesis. Covering lots of 
different companies also equips you with a plethora of bar-trivia so you’re pretty fun at parties. 

What do you find the most challenging part of your role? 

Financial markets are exceptionally dynamic and maintaining focus on the underlying data, which matters to my stocks, is 
challenging. Knowing that my recommendations have a real and material effect on the financial well-being of Northstar's 
clients keeps me focused on what really matters to make informed and decisive recommendations. 

Why do you think clients will do well at Northstar? 

Northstar is a boutique asset manager with a focus on high quality proprietary research. This combination allows us to keep 
our clients at the centre of our business while still delivering performance that rivals the largest asset managers. 
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CIS DISCLOSURES 

Collective investment schemes in securities are generally medium- to long-term investments. 

The value of participatory interests or the investment may go down as well as up. Past 

performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Sanlam Collective Investments 

(RF) (Pty) Ltd (the manager) does not provide any guarantee, either with respect to the 

capital or the return of a portfolio. The manager has the right to close certain portfolios to 

new investors, in order to manage it more efficiently, in accordance with its mandate. 

Collective investment schemes are traded at ruling prices and can engage in borrowing and 

scrip lending. The collective investment scheme may borrow up to 10% of the market value of 

the portfolio to bridge insufficient liquidity.  

Annualised returns are period returns re-scaled to a period of one year. This allows investors 

to compare returns of different assets that they have owned for different lengths of time. 

Actual annual figures are available to the investor on request. Income distributions, prior to 

deduction of applicable taxes, are [included/not included] in the performance calculations. 

NAV to NAV figures have been used for the performance calculations, as calculated by the 

manager at the valuation point defined in the deed, over all reporting periods. Investment 

performance calculations are available for verification upon request by any person. 

Reinvestment of income is calculated on the actual amount distributed per participatory 

interest, using the ex-dividend date NAV price of the applicable class of the portfolio, 

irrespective of the actual reinvestment date. The performance is calculated for the portfolio. 

The individual investor performance may differ, as a result of initial fees, the actual 

investment date, the date of reinvestment and dividend withholding tax. 

Different classes of participatory interests apply to these portfolios and are subject to 

different fees and charges. A schedule of fees, charges and maximum commissions is 

available on request from the manager, or is available on the website at 

www.sanlaminvestments.com. Forward pricing is used. The portfolio valuation time is 08h00 

for fund of funds and 15h00 for all other portfolios and the transaction cut-off time is 14h00. 

The transaction cut-off time should be 14h00, for portfolios except fund of funds, but 

execution is not always guaranteed. If execution could not take place on the same day, it will 

take place the next business day, or at the earliest possible opportunity. For fund of funds, 

the cut-off time for the execution of trades is 14h00 on the day preceding the pricing date.  

Foreign securities within portfolios may have additional material risks, depending on the 

specific risks affecting that country, such as: potential constraints on liquidity and the 

repatriation of funds; macroeconomic risks; political risks; foreign exchange risks; tax risks; 

settlement risks; and potential limitations on the availability of market information. 

Fluctuations or movements in exchange rates may cause the value of underlying international 

investments to go up or down. Investors are reminded that an investment in a currency other 

than their own may expose them to a foreign exchange risk. 

The terms and conditions, a schedule of fees, charges and maximum commissions, 

performance fee frequently asked questions as well as the minimum disclosure document 

(MDD) and quarterly investor report (QIR) for each portfolio are available on Sanlam

Collective Investments’ website at www.sanlaminvestments.com. Associates of the manager

may be invested within certain portfolios and the details thereof are available from the 

manager.

Northstar Asset Management (Pty) Ltd, registration number 1996/001423/07 and FSP 

number 601, is the co-named partner and investment manager of the co-named portfolios 

within the Sanlam Collective Investments Scheme and is an authorised discretionary financial 

services provider under the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act (No. 37 of 2002). 

This information is not advice, as defined in the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services 

Act (No. 37 of 2002). Please be advised that there may be representatives acting under 

supervision.  

The manager retains full legal responsibility for the co-named portfolios. 

THE FINANCIAL ADVISORY AND INTERMEDIARY SERVICES ACT, 2002  

Northstar Asset Management Proprietary Limited is an authorised financial services provider in 

terms of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 2002. All information contained 

in this document should not be construed, or relied upon, as advice. If you require financial 

and/or investment advice, please engage the services of an independent financial adviser.  

INFORMATION AND CONTENT  

The information and content (collectively 'information') accessible in this document are 

provided by Northstar as general information about the company and its products and services. 

Northstar does not guarantee the suitability or potential value of any information or particular 

investment source. Any information in this document is not intended nor does it constitute 

financial, tax, legal, investment, or other advice. Nothing contained in any service or any other 

content in this document constitutes a solicitation, recommendation, endorsement or offer by 

Northstar. Nothing contained in any service or any other content in this document constitutes 

a solicitation, recommendation, endorsement or offer by Northstar.  

Illustrations, forecasts or hypothetical data are not guaranteed and are provided for illustrative 

purposes only; returns or benefits are dependent on the performance of underlying assets or 

other variable market factors; there are risks involved in buying or selling a financial product; 

past performances are not necessarily indicative of future performances; and no guarantees 

are provided. 

NORTHSTAR ASSET MANAGEMENT 

Northstar Asset Management (Pty) Ltd 

Registration No. 1996/001423/07 | FSP number 601 

Suite 1A, Madison Place, Alphen Office Park, Constantia Road,  

Constantia PostNet Suite #784, Private Bag X16, Constantia 7848 

Tel +27 (0)21 810 8400 | Fax +27 (0)21 794 2885 

info@northstar.co.za | www.northstar.co.za 

SANLAM COLLECTIVE INVESTMENTS 

Sanlam Collective Investments (RF) (Pty) Ltd 

Registration No. 1967/00865/07  

2 Strand Street Bellville, 7530 PO Box 30, Sanlamhof, Bellville, 7532 

Tel +27 (0)21 916 1800 Fax +27 (0)21 947 8224 

service@sci.sanlam.com, www.sanlaminvestments.com 

Please refer to our website for directors & company secretary details 

DISCLAIMER 

Northstar Asset Management (Pty) Ltd, registration number 1996/001423/07 and FSP number 

601, is the co-named partner and investment manager of the co-named portfolios within the 

Sanlam Collective Investments Scheme and is an authorised discretionary financial services 

provider under the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act (No. 37 of 2002). This 

information is not advice, as defined in the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 

(No. 37 of 2002). Please be advised that there may be representatives acting under supervision.  

Legal Information http://northstar.co.za/page/legal-information/ 

http://northstar.co.za/page/legal-information/



